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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
111* Effect ef Behaviwal Context 
on Some Aspects of Adult 
Disciplinary Practioe and Affect
by
Judith Elaine Stevens 
Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology 
University of California, Los Angelos, 1971 
Professor 0. Ivar Levaas, Chairman
This study examines the effect of "behavioral context" on some 
aspects of adult disciplinary practice and affect toward a child. 
"Behavioral context" is defined as a general framework created by 
oertaln child characteristics, like activity level, within which 
a parent evaluates a child's specific behavior. Labeling a child 
"emotionally disturbed" is another way to create a behavioral context. 
Both the activity level of the child and labeling wore systematically 
varied in this study.
Subjects were parents of olomentary school ohildren. Those 
adults each saw one of six 8i minute video-taped films. In the 
films, one of two actors portrayed either an under active, an 
average-active or an underactive child in a play situation with 
an adult. Adults wore randomly assigned to one of the six films, 
then one half of the adults were informed that the child in the 
film had boon diagnosed "emotionally disturbed."
x
Within each film, ten different 20 secend sections ef blank 
tape were inserted. Five blank seotiens were immediately preceded 
by a scene in which the child hits the adult in the film. Five 
blank seotiens were placed at painta in the film where ne such 
aggression occurred. The adults were asked to record two responses 
during these blank spaces, one to tell £ hew the adult would 
handle the child's behavior, and one te report how the adult felt 
toward the child.
These responses could be made by depressing one of eight keys 
on a button panel. The adult was asked te cheese from ene of five 
disciplinary responses (social reward, ignoring the child, removing 
the child*8 toys, mild corporal punishment or "no response") and one 
ef three affect responses (pesitive, neutral er negative).
A 2x3x2 analysis of variance and a set of orthogonal comparisons 
were carried out on the data for the disciplinary response. A similar 
analysis was done for the affect data. A Pearson correlation 
coefficient (r) was computed to analyse the relationship between the 
twe sets ef data. Results showed that both activity level and 
labeling have significant effects on the adult's cheice of 
disciplinary practice and his feelings toward the child. The 
Pearsen r was highly significant.
The everaotive and the underactive children are punished 
mere severely and evoke more negative affect than the average* active 
child where the child is not laboled and does aggress. This result 
is dl sous sod in terms ef how deviation from the norm may affect 
parental behavier. If the child dees not aggross and is not
xi
labeled, the everaotlve ohild only tends te evoke mere negative 
affeet and mere severe punishment.
In general, labeling preduces mere pesltlve feelings and less 
severe punishment fer the underactive er the everaotlve child. 
Labeling dees net affect the data fer the average-active child. 
Again, the impertanoe ef devlatlen frem the nerm Is discussed. 
Hewever, despite general changes preduced by labeling, the child 
is still punished mere severely than the ether children If he is 
everaotlve. The everaotlve child Is punished mere severely even 
when he oemmlts ne specific aggressive act. This result is 
discussed in terms ef "perceived aggresslen." Seme implications 




This study was designed te examine the pessibility that cer­
tain characteristics ef the child affeot the attitudes and behavier 
ef adults. In particular) we were interested in an adult's use 
ef disciplinary practice and his feelings, er affect, teward the 
child.
Hast current literature dealing with child develepment 
emphasizes the ways in which the behavier ef the adult influences the 
persenal and secial develepment ef the child. While it is impassible 
te deny the tremendeus effect ef a parent en a child, there is 
much evidence te indicate that the parent-child relatienship is 
net a ene-way street, but a cemplex interaotien. This study 
leeks at ene small aspect ef the child's passible centributien 
te that interactien.
It is prepesed that certain child characteristics exert 
an influence en the nature and severity ef the disciplinary 
practices an adult cheeses in attempting te central the child's 
behavier. These characteristics may be manifest in the child's 
behavier in an ebvieus way, fer example, hew active the child 
appears te be. The characteristics may alse be implied by 
catagarizing the child as may eceur when the child is diagnesed 
"mentally ill," er "emetienally disturbed." These kinds ef 
oharaateristios will be called "behavieral centexts." The first 
eencem ef this study, then, becemes whether "behavieral centext"
1
; is a determinant of an adult’s response to a child’s specific 
behaviors.
An adult's response to a child's behavior may be overt, as it 
is -when he attempts to discipline the child, or it may be covert.
: Therefore, both that sort of discipline the adult chooses and how j
; he feels toward the child was measured in order to know if we can >
manipulate both aspects of the adult's response toward the child j
: by systematically varying behavioral context. Moreover, we are 
concerned with how these two aspects of an adult's response relate 
j  to each other. Can one aspect be predicted on the basis of the other? 
Any discussion of disciplinary practices and the feelings that
j
! accompany them must consider punishment. Laboratory studies of the
t |
j  use of punishment with human subjects, especially children, are
: rare. Studies in which some characteristic of the child has been
i
! systematically varied and its effect on an adult noted are vir- 
i  tually nonexistant. These kinds of questions are usually approached j
| through field studies on a cross section of a population. They !
'  j
i  almost always rely heavily on the use of questionaires and inter- j
i
| views and results are reported as correlations. The direction of |
effect in such a field study is, of course, impossible to ascertain. |
Occasionally, a longitudinal field study approach has been employed 
(Sears, et al., 1957)* However, even with this kind of methodol- 
: ogy, little can be said about the direction of effect because
jneither the child's behavior nor the parent's is systematically
!
j  valued by the experimenter
1
!
| The present study employs a procedure for examining the topic
of punishment and the parent-child interaction that affords the 
experimenter many of the controls available in the laboratory, yet 
does not pose the ethical questions that have led to the rele­
gation of punishment research to the animal laboratory.
Disciplinary Practice
Activity Level as Behavioral Context
Host of the information we have about the use of discipline by 
parents comes from field studies such as those by Seal's, Maccoby 
and Levin (1957)» Bandura (1959)* Hoffman (i960) and Glueck and 
Glueck (1950)* These authors have dealt with such global issues 
as the relationship of punishment to the development of aggression, 
dependency or moral behavior. Their results usually are exceedingly 
complex and the voidables involved often hopelessly confounded.
Aside from the problems of complexity and confounding already 
noted, results are reported in terms of correlations. No state­
ments can be made about the direction of any effect. High 
correlations have been reported between aggression, asocial 
behavior and the use of punishment by the parent (Bandura, 1959» 
Glueck and Glueck, 1950» Sears, Maccoby and Levin, 1957> Lefkowitz, 
et al., 1963). The usual assumption is that punishment somehow 
produces aggression or problem behavior in the child. We can 
as easily argue, however, that it is the aggressive behavior of 
; the child that leads to punishment by the parent.
The traditional assumption, i.e., that the use of punishment 
results in aggression, can be derived from several popular
; theoretical models. For instance, the frustration-aggression 
hypothesis predicts that when the parent uses punishment, he
i
: increases the child's frustration, and therefore, the child is 
: more likely to aggress. Social learning theory supports this 
point of view by positing that the punitive parent may become a 
j  model of aggressive behavior for the child (Bandura and Walters,
; 1963).
These models are persuasive, and there is no intent to deny 
! the influence of the parent on the child. We are, rather, trying 
I to establish whether the child may add to the interaction. So let
1 us assume for the moment that the coir elation between parental
i punishment and child aggression is the reverse of what is usually
|
j assumed. Let us say that some aspect of the child's behavior 
j leads to the use of punishment by the parent.
The possibility that the child's behavior has considerable 
I influence on the parent's use of discipline has been discussed
| at length by Bell (1963). He suggests that children may show
| congenital differences in activity level, assertiveness, sensori­
motor capacities and responsiveness to the social environment.
| A parent may find it necessary to use higher magnitude, perhaps 
more aggressive measures to control a child who is more active, 
more assertive, or less person-oriented. The parent may become 
more active and louder, use more intense forms of control.
This study is concerned with only one of the child character- 
i  isties identified by Bell, that is, the activity level of the child 
and its influence on adult attitude and control behaviors. We
are particularly interested in hew activity level Influences the 
adult's use ef punishment*
There Is same evidence that activity level, er a related 
characteristic, and the use ef punishment are related In seme 
impertant way* Glueck and Glueck (1962) feund the use ef pun­
ishment and extreme restlessness In the child te be strongly 
related* Bandura (1959) feund a relationship between the use ef 
physical punishment and resistance te demands en the part ef 
the child* If we assume, as Bell suggests, that there are con­
genital differences between children in activity level and 
assertiveness, these studies may be seen as showing that such differ* 
enoen affect parental use of punishment.
In as much as there is se little direct evidence of activity 
level influencing the use ef punishment, it was necessary to make 
a number ef inferences en the basis of Indirect evidence. We 
began te look fer the reasons why a more active child might 
encourage and domand a mere punitive interactien. There are 
several passible ways te leek at the reasens fer such an inter­
actien. First, the parent may become frustrated and negative 
teward a ohild who when awake is constantly In motion* The 
Berkeley Growth Study (Bayley and Schafer, 19#t) reports that calm 
inf ant 8 wore rated pestlvely by the parent, while rapid, active 
infants were seen as a burden. Does the parent reject the aotive 
child? Bandura (1959) stated that the use ef physical punishment 
is correlated with parental rejection.
A second way te leek at the problom is that even if the parent
5
feels positively teward the child, the enly apparent means ef 
controlling the child ia te be aggressive and punitive. Kagan, 
et al. (196^) report a strong relationship between the rest* 
lessness ef the child and his cognitive impulsivity, i.*., his 
tendency to use little reflection er evaluation ef alternative 
responses. So the parent may find it useless te talk with, reason 
with er remind the child. Kagan also shews that meter restless­
ness is related te a decreased ability te attend. This finding 
is reiterated by Schaefer and Bayley (1963)* Again, this means 
that subtle forms ef control like frowning, ignoring er reasoning 
have ne effect.
Geing a step further, Kagan, PeaTeen and Welch (1966) suggest 
that cognitive impulifcirity may be due te an inability te effectively 
inhibit the urge te act long enough te refleot upon the response 
alternatives. Die child decided quicker and makes mere errors.
So, the parent can net reason with the child, can net control 
him with subtle techniques and the child makes mere errors. The 
child may net enly demand mere intense forms ef oentrel, but he 
may also require it mere often. Kagan (1968) writes "the vigor­
ous infant will probably get into mere trouble and be punished 
mere often.
Finally, a report by Schaffer (1966) suggests yet another 
reason why the interaction between the parent and the active 
child may became punitive. Schaffer demonstrated that the 
Developmental Quotients ef active infants were less adversely 
affeeted by maternal deprivation than these ef less aotive infants.
6
! Ignoring the active child has little influence on his development. 
The parent may feel somewhat rejected too; the infant's development 
is less dependent upon the parent.
Thus, there are a number of reasons why activity level may 
result in negative parent-child relationships, but the empirical 
evidence is spares. Many inferences are required and the most 
important of these is that the characteristics of the child can 
; change the overt behavior of the parent. There is some support 
; for this notion in the literature on child character!stics other 
: than activity level.
For instance, Moss (1967) reports that crying releases 
I maternal behavior, but male infants are less responsive to the 
: parent's attempts to quiet the child. By three months, males 
; are receiving less attention than the females. The child seems 
! to have influenced the overt behavior of the parent. But dif-
! ferenees in the way parents react to children of different
|
; sexes depend not only upon the characteristics of the child, but 
I upon the ways in which society prescribes the role of the parent 
i vis-a-vis the sex of the child.
I
! A similar study by Yarrow (I96I) obviates some of the problems 
created by social role concepts in studies of sex differences. 
Yarr.ow, concerned with the child's responsiveness to social
i  stimulation, looked at two infants of the seme age and sex placed
|
| in the same foster home. The more responsive, adaptable infant 
! received more frequent and varied social stimulation from the 
I same parental figure.
_z__
Finally, some studies of mentally retarded or organically 
damaged children have demonstrated that a very general character­
istic of the child, such as deviation from the norm, has some 
effect on adult response patterns. Adults respond to mentally 
retarded children midi more frequent but more redundant commun­
ication than that they use with children of more normal verbal 
ability (Siegel, 1963a, Spradlin and Rosenberg, I96&, Siegel and 
Harkins, 1963). Cook (1963) reported that the mothers of blind, 
deaf and mongoloid as well as cerebral palsied patients were 
increasingly authoritarian and demanding as the handicap of the 
child became more severe, as the child deviated further from 
the norm. Here is direct evidence that a child characteristic 
may affect parental disciplinary practice.
T.abfll ~i m~: as Behavioral Context
Activity level is one land of behavioral context. It may 
provide a general, matrix within which parents respond to specific 
behaviors of the child. The labeling of child characteristics 
provides another kind of behavioral context, and the effect may 
be the same. This means that a label can become a determiner of 
parental disciplinary practice and affect too.
In 196^, 3ell began to explore the possibility that labeling
provides an important context for parent-child interactions. He
suggested that many kinds of diagnoses have important, controlling
effects on parental behavior. He recommended that the impact of
child characteristies on the parent with and without labeling be 
studied. ________
Some attempts have been made to look at the ways in which 
labels may affect an adult's response toward a child. Siegal 
(1963b) tried to examine whether labeling a child "high” or
; act with the child. Siegal was unable to demonstrate any effect,
: but notes that all of the children used in the study were actually 
of fairly low verbal ability and the adults may have seen the
|
! "high" label as inappropriate and therefore have disregarded any 
; implications of the label for their own behavior.
i
| GusldLn (1962) was more successful in demonstrating labeling
| effects. His study also suggests a reason for Siegal's difficulties.
j Guskin found that adult responses to relevant adjective scales
|
j changed after a child was labeled "mentally retarded.11 However,
these changes occurred only whei’e the child displayed a certain
I number of physical cues to retardation. Guskin argues that too
! few or too many cues to subnormality decrease the effect of labeling,
I
| This effect is greatest where the behaviors of the stimulus person 
i provide ambiguous cues. In Siegal's study all the children were 
: of low ability. Perhaps there were too many cues to subnormality.
In the present study, the cue to subnoi'mality is activity 
level. Activity level is an ambiguous characteristic. Large 
differences are found between normal children as well as between 
i  normal and abnormal children. In an abnormal population, activity 
| level may vary as a function of a functional 01* an organic
j  syndrome. We can, then, perhaps expect some effect from labeling
, "low" in verbal ability would affect an adult's attempt to inter-
| in the present study, and the effect should vary depending upon
| tha number ef cues ta abnormality.
Two questions will be explored. Does the labeling of the child 
Influence adult disciplinary practice? Does this Influence vary 
, depending on the number and nature of the cues displayed by the 
child? In ether words, Is the effect of labeling different for 
children of different activity levils?
Affect and Behavioral Context
We are also Interested In the present study In how the affect, 
or the feelings, of the adult toward the child relate to the adult's 
; use of disciplinary practice. Are they correlated? Can we pre­
dict one on the basis of the other? Very little research has been 
i  done In this area. Field studies have shown a general relation­
ship between the use of punishment and rejection (Bandura, 1969). 
i The same over-all correlation has been demonstrated to exist 
between warmth and the use of love withdrawal as a disciplinary 
; technique (Sears, Maccoby and Levin, 1957). However, there appears 
to be no data on the correlation of affective responses with die- 
; ciplinary practice at the time the child is disciplined, 
j  We are interested too In how activity level and labeling
influence adult feelings. Feeling tone, or affect, is another
! aspect of the adult's response to the child's behavior. Does
|
i  behavioral context affect this aspect as well? Does context
I affect the adult's feelings and his use of discipline in the same
i
| kind ef ways? We have suggested that the active child is seen 
j in a more negative light, as a burton, perhaps a frustration, and 
! the quiet child is seen mare.positively* Do these, feelings_________
correlate In seme important way with the way the adult disciplines 
the child? Hew dees labeling change the adult's feelings, If at 
all, and does any change In affeot correspond te a change in 
discipline? It is hoped that the data from the present study 
will begin te answer seme ef these questions.
CHAPTER 2 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Overview
Sixty parents (Adults) ef children between the ages ef seven 
and twelve were asked te view a shert videe-tape recerding ef an 
adult and a child Interacting In a play sltuatlen. Each ef the 60 
adults saw ene ef six different sequences* In twe ef these sequenoes 
the child was everactlve* In twe ef the sequences the child was 
average-active and In twe the child was underactive.
The tapes er films were presented en a clesed circuit televislen 
meniter. During each film, the screen en the menlter went blank 
far abeut 20 seoends en each ef 10 eccaslens. The adult saw 
the child hit the adult In the sequence immediately prier te five 
ef these blank spets. The admit had been Instructed that during 
the blank he was te recerd hew he might handle the behavier he
had Just seen if he were the adult in the film. The adult was te
recerd his respense by pressing ene ef five buttens en a panel 
directly In frent ef him. These buttens allewed five alternative; 
disciplinary respanses ranging fram pesltlve sedal reinferoement 
te mild cerperal punishment.
The adults were alse asked te recerd their feelings teward 
the child during each ef the blank spets In the film. They oeuld
cheese te repert negative, neutral er pesltlve feelings by
pressing ene ef three buttens en the butten panel.
The sequences that the admits sew were reeerded by E en 
vldee-tape.
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The E had instructed twe aeters as te hew te portray differences 
in activity levels* Once these performances were recorded en 
video-tape, the effect ef activity level en the adult*s use ef dis­
cipline and en the adult’s feelings toward the child could be 
examined by leaking it the way adults reacted te different films*
The E was also interested in the effect ef a diagnosis like "emotion­
ally disturbed" en the use ef discipline and affect. Therefore, ene 
half ef the 60 adults were told that the child they were going 
te see in the film had been diagnosed "emotionally disturbed."
Subjects
All 60 adults were parents ef children enrolled at University 
Elementary School at the University ef California, Les Angeles.
All were from the middle and upper class secie-economic groups*
There were three negroes and six persons ef oriental descent.
The sample was approximately 30$ Jewish and included 57 women 
and 3 men*
Stimulus Materials
Stimulus materials consisted ef six video-taped sequences about 
&§- minutes long* In ene ef these sequences, an acter played an 
overactive child, in ene an underactive child, and in another, an 
average-active child* These three sequences were duplicated by 
a second acter, thus making six sequences in all, twe ef each 
activity level.
The tapes were recorded en a General Electric television 
recording system f  inch video-tape recording deck using a General
13
Electric olesed circuit camera medel 500. The system is preduced 
far General Electric by Sery Cerperatlen. All iiquences were 
taped en 3M brand f  inch videe-tape.
Tee adult acters, ene male and ene female, 20 and 23 years ef 
age, respectively, played the rele ef the child in all six sequences. 
These acters were dhesen because they were small and leaked yeung. 
They were dressed as yeung beys and seated in child-sized chairs 
in frent ef a large table. They were instructed by E in the
simulatien ef all three activity levels.
Twe acters were used te insure that the results ef the study 
weuld net be ultimately dependent upen features peculiar te ene 
acter. Subjects were randemly assigned te an acter and an 
activity level. The same tapes were used far adults whs were 
teld that the child was "emetienally disturbed" and these whe 
were net.
During the ceurse ef each tape sequence, an adult, seated next 
te the child, attempted te jein the child in playing with a number
ef teys E had plaoed en the table. The adult acter was seated en
a full-sized chair atep twe large telephene beeks. The same acter 
played the part ef the adult in all six films.
The adult in the film was instructed te ask the child the 
questien "Hay I play tee?" at several peints in the film. The 
child was instructed te respend te this questien by telling the 
adult "Ne, ge away," er "Leave me alene." The child than struck 
the adult en the arm and pushed him away. Within eaeh ef the 
six films, five such instances ef interpersenal aggressien were
lk
enaoted. These incidents occurred at the sane points In tine in 
all six films (approximately 30, 90, 180 and 290 sooonds Into 
tho film boforo the addition of the blank spaces). After each 
Instance of Interpersonal aggression, 20 seconds of blank tape 
was Inserted Into the film to permit the adults to respond te 
the aggression. A second set of five blank spaoes were placed In 
the film at points during which no aggression against the adult 
occurred (at approximately 60, 120, lh5» 230 and 260 seconds).
At these last five points, the child was seated, playing by 
himself, with the cars, trucks and blocks on the table. The 
adult in the film was simply observing the child play. These five 
blanks were Inserted to permit S to evaluate the adult's response 
to the child when he was comitting no specifio transgression.
With the ten blank spaoes Inserted, the running time of each 
sequence was approximately 8£ minutes.
In the segments depicting an overactive child, the actor 
playing the child was instructed to play with two trucks at a time, 
often moving them erratically, In spurts Interrupted by piling all 
the ears and trucks up, shifting positions, getting up and sitting 
down, moving the chair around, etc. In the segments depicting 
an average-active child, the actor was asked to sit and play 
quietly with the trucks and ears, moving around only onoo or twice 
during the segment. Finally, In the segments showing an underaotlve 
child, the aotor was directed to play very slowly, using ene obtfeot 
at a time, often quitting altogether, staring out the window, 
never moving or getting up from his seat. Dimensions of difference
1 between activity levels are, In pert, based upon those suggested 
in a study of heredity and activity level by Soarr (1966).
The actor playing the role of the adult vas Instructed to
behave the sane way in all of the sequenees. He was to sit and
passively observe the play activity of the child except for those
Instances where he was to ask the child if he could play.
A design utilizing six groups, each oonposed ef 10 adults 
was employed. Each group viewed a film depleting one of three 
i aotivity levels under one of two labeling conditions, as indicated 
i In Table 1. In one labeling condition, the adult was told that 
the child was "emotionally disturbed," in the other, he was 
given no diagnostic information. With each group, five adults 
: viewed one actor In the child's role, five adults in the gro.up 
saw the other actor. Adults were assigned randomly to an activity 
, level, an aotor and a labeling condition. There was one restriction 




Design of the Experiment
Activity Level
Overaotlve Average-active Underactive
j "Disturbed" Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
] No Label 
j N»60 bfIO
Group k Group 5 Group 6
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Procedure
The films were viewed in a 12' by I**' rasm in a bungalow 
adjoining the main seheel building at University Elementary. The 
adult was seated at a table facing a General Electric clesed 
circuit teltvisien and.ter, medal 4-TH31B1.
On the table immediately in frent ef the adult was an eight 
butten panel. Oepressiens ef the keys were automatically recorded 
en a Cemmercial Centrals Cerperatien medel 2 tape punch. The tape 
punch was located in an identical adjoining ream. The General 
Electric video-tape deck was located en a table directly behind the 
television in the ream with the adult.
E gave instructions te the adult, started the video-tape 
equipment, and then left the ream, remaining in the adjoining ream 
throughout the film. It had been indioated te the adult that 
an intercom between the twe reams permitted E te determine when 
a given sequence ended. The E then reentered the ream te step 
the video-tape. Since all responses by the adult were non-verbal, 
this procedure allowed maximum privacy.
The adult was told that he was about te participate in a 
study ef child management. He was told that he would see taped 
sequences ef a child interacting with an adult in a play situation, 
(at this point hilf ef the adults were informed that the child they 
were about te see had been diagnosed "emotionally disturbed.") It 
was then explained that the television monitor would go blank for 
about 20 seconds en 10 different occasions during the course ef 
the film. The adult was told that during these blank spets he was
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te record hew he might choose to handle the behavior he had 
Just seen if he were the adult in the film. Re was also instructed 
to record how he was feeling about the child as he responded to 
the child's behavior.
It was emphasized that the adult's responses were non-verbal, 
could not be seen or heard by anyone, and furthermore, that his 
name would not be recorded on any of the data. The adult was asked 
te respond as quickly and honestly as possible as soon as the blank 
space appeared. All instructions wore read and questiens wore 
answered by paraphrase of the text. Ccmplete instructions for 
both the labeled and the nen-labaled conditions may be found in 
Appendix A.
After the introductory remarks, the meaning of a response on 
each of the keys on the panel was explained te the adult as 
fellows:
a) Button #1:: A response on key #1 means you would reward
the child by hugging, smiling, kissing, a positive verbalization 
such as "Good boylf” "umhuh," "That's right," er some other form 
of approval or affection.
b) Button #2: A response on key #2 may bo soon as ignoring
or withdrawing from the child, making no verbal responses, perhaps 
turning around er walking away from the child.
o) Button #3: A response en this key means you would take
the toys away from the child, perhaps putting them away completely.
You might make the child sit quietly in his chair for a few 
minutes and not allow him to play with his toys. You would not
talk ta him during this period or lntaraot in any way* However, 
this deas net naan yea would not first offer a brief $xplanatien.
d) Button #4: A response on this key naans yea weald verbally 
reprimand er scold the child, using phrases like "bad bey," "Don't 
de that,” "Step it,” "That's net nice,” etc.
e) Batten #55 A response en this key means yea weald take 
measures like shaking, spanking or slapping the child. That Is, 
you weald use sens mild form of physical punishment.
f) The button marked "plus": A response on this key means
yea are feeling positively toward the child. The child has pleased
you; you like him; yea are happy with him.
g) The batten narked "sero": This means the child has made
you feel neither negatively or positively toward him. You are 
feeling neutral.
h) The batten masked "minus": A response on this key means 
the child has made you feel negatively toward him. leu do net 
like at this point; he has upset yea. Yea are net pleased with hig.
Below each key a short phrase was written en a pi eve ef tape 
to help the adult remember the meaning of a response, e.g., *t,”
”0,” "smile, hag, kiss," "walk away," "remove toys,” etc.
The adnlt was told he should try to respond as he would If he 
were the adult In the film. He was also told te assume that he 
had complete responsibility for the child. Then it was explained 
that If he felt that none of the responses available to him 
was appropriate, but that the best oeorse ef aotien would be to 
continue interacting with the child as though nothing had
happened, ha could chooso not te use any of the battens for 
disciplinary practice. In each a ease* he was tald he sheiSd 
simply record hew he was feeling toward the child during the 
appropriate blank spaoe. The E then asked the adult to practice 
using the button panel. The E described different situations 
that might be encountered by the adult while viewing the film.
The adult was asked to press the buttons indicated by the des­
cription. For instance* "You are feeling very negatively toward 
the child and decide to slap him." This procedure was repeated 
five tines* Five of the 15 possible combinations of evert 
response and affect response were chosen at randcai for each 
adult* A complete list ef these combinations appears in Appendix 
A.
Finally* the adult was informed that the behavior he would 
see on the film could be considered "typical" of that child* In 
other words* the adult was told that the child was very likely 
te behave as he would on the film in any similar tdtuation*
After the adult had seen the film* E reentered the roost in 
which the adult was seated* and asked the adult to rank each ef 
; the available disciplinary responses as te severity* The E 
> requested the adult to list the number ef the key designating a 
; given response on a sheet ef paper* The first number the adult 
i listed was te identify the praotioe he considered least severe* 
i and the last number identified the practice he considered most 
| severe* Each ksy had fee be ranked*
The adult's responses on the keys are the dependant variables
In this study* Slnos thess responses are net independent, they 
were treated as lying along two centlnoa, ene dealing with affeot 
and ene wftth orert response* The continue were seen as represen* 
tative ef averalveness, from least to nest avorsive* The S was 
then dealing with twe dependent variables, aversiveness ef 
disciplinary practice and aversivauess of affeet* Reward was 
given a nunsrioal value of +1 on the disoiplinary seale, ignerftig,
|
-1, rweaving toys, -2, etc. Positive affeot was valued at +1 en 
the affeet aversiveness seale, neutral affeet at 0 and negative affeet | 





Three kinds ef data were collected, before begining to analylze 
the data from the major study. One set of data was used to 
examine whether naive adults would, in fact, be able to perceive j
differences in activity level between films designed te portray
t
suoh differences. Die see and set was used to cheek on the
credibility ef the adult in the child* s role* These twe sets j
were colleeted beforeJkhe adults in the major portion of the study !
saw the film* The final set ef data vas used te cheek on the order j
ef severity E had aasteed in assigning numerical values te
represent how severe each ef the disoiplinary praotices might be*
Our first task was to establish whether the three activity
levels were deseriminably different* Six adults, not in the
study proper, ware asked to view and rate the finished tape 
sequences* Sinoe no were also interested in whether the adults_______
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playing children actually looked like children} therefore, these 
six adults were also asked to guess the age of the children they 
saw* All six of the adults were vanen. All were college educated. 
Four ef the six were parents. A Latin Square design vas used to 
assign the adults to the films. Each adult viewed all six films, 
but each saw then In a different order.
These adults were told that they would see six filns, three 
of ene child, three of another. The E told then that each film 
was recorded on a different day. The E said she was particularly 
interested In any differences the adult night find In the behavior 
of a particular child on different days.
The adult vas given a five point rating scale. On the scale, 
five attributes were listed, intelligence, cooperation, activity 
level, honesty, attractiveness, aggressiveness and cheerfulness.
The scale ranged from -2 (called "not at all") te +2 (called "very"). 
The scale allowed a neutral response valued "0" and called "average. " 
Each adult was asked to rate the child on each attribute using 
the scale. If the adult had no opinion about how to evaluate a 
child on a given attribute, she was told to leave the appropriate 
space blank. No adult elected to leave any blank spaces. Finally, 
the adult was asked to guess the child's age.
The scale was left in front ef the adult during all ef the 
filns. After eaoh film, the adult rated the behavior of the 
child on that film. Most ef the adults waited uptil they had 
seen all ef the filns of one child before trying te estlnate 
the child's age.
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The numerical value of the ratings for eaoh attribute were used 
by E to evaluate the filns. For eaoh filny the sun of the values 
given by all the adults for a particular attribute was obtained.
For exasple, If all the adults had rated the ohlld In filn #1 as 
"very" Intelligent (+2), the summed ratings would equal +12.
The sun of the ratings on any attribute may range from -12 to +12.
A 2x3 analysis of variance was performed on the data for each 
attribute. In other wordsf one analysis of varianee was done on the j
ratings of intelligence, one on the ratings of cooperation, another J
i
on activity level, etc. |n eaoh analysis the A voidable was the 
actor and the B variable was the activity level the actor was j
supposed to be portraying. This means that if the main effeot of j
the A variable was significant, the adults had rated one actor j
i
differently from the other on a particular attribute. For example, j
if the A effect was significant for Intelligence, one actor might 
hstee been perceived as portraying a child who was more intelligent 
than the child played by the second aotor. Significant A main 
effects were undesirable. We wanted the two actors to look as 
similar as possible on all seven attributes.
If the main effect for the B variable was significant, the 
adults had rated films depioting different activity levels differ­
ently. The ideal result would have been for the B variables in the 
analysis of activity level as an attribute te be significant 
especially if ne ether B variable was significant for any other 
attribute. This would mean that the only difference the adults 
could detect between any of the films was activity level.
_z?3
Finally* it was passible for a significant AB interaction te 
shew up In any one of the seven analyses. This would hare meant 
that the way the adult's ratings were affected by the activity level 
we ware trying te portray depended upon which actor the adult had 
seen. AB Interactions were also undesirable.
The aetual results were not completely Ideal* but they were 
satisfactory. There were lh main effeots In all* an A effect and a j
B effeot from eaoh of seven analyses. In addition* there were seven j
I
possible AB interactions. In all* there were 21 possible signifi-
*  i
cant effeots. Of these 21, only three achieved significance* and
j
all three were B variables. j
i
In none of the seven analyses was an A effect or an interaction j
significant. This means that the adults saw no significant differ-
1
enoes between the actors on any of the seven attributes. It also 
means that differences In the aotivlty level we were trying to
!
portray affected the adults the same way regardless ef which actor
t
they saw. j
The throe analyses of varianee in which significant B effeots
i
appeared are presented in Tables 2* 3 and 4. Table 2 presents the j
i  I
data for activity level ratings. This was the critical attribute, 
i The significance of the B variable here means that the adults did |
i ;
! perceive the differences in activity level that the actors had tried 
: te convey. The raw data shew that they had rated the overaotive 
! child as the most aotive* the underactive child as the least aotive* 
and the average*aotive child as falling between the twe extremes.
Table 3 presents the data for the ratings ef aggresslen. The
TABLE 2
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' significance of the B variable means the jierceived differenoes 
in aggression between the ©veraotive child, the average-active 
child and the underaetive child. The raw data show that they had 
rated the overactive child as the most aggressive, the under active 
child as the least aggressive and the average- aotive child, again, 
as falling between the two eaetrea»s.
Finally, Table h, presents the data for ratings of "cheerful­
ness.” The significant B variable hare neans, again, that the 
adults perceived differences between the overactive, average-aotive 
and underactive ohildran in cheerfulness. However, the raw data 
suggest that the direction of the effect for cheerfulness is 
somewhat different than that for activity level or aggressiveness.
The overactive child was seen as the least cheerful, and the average- 
active child was seen as the most cheerful. In this case^othe 
underaotive child fell in the middle.
Even though these results were not totally ideal, we wont 
ahead with the Major study using the same tapes. The absence of 
significant A effects and the laok of significant AB interactions 
was most encouraging. The significance of the B effect for 
activity level was a critical factor in the deoision to use the 
same films. Some thoughts on the Impact of the significant B 
effeots for aggression and oheerfulness on the results of the 
major study will be presented in later discussion.
The second set of preliminary data was the age each of the 
adults estimated for the children they saw in the films. The 
average estimated age of the first child was 11.2 years old.
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One adult «av this child as only four yoars old, and no one 
guessed ho vas over 14. The seoond child vas estimated to bo 10 
yoars eld* No one guessed the seoond child vas older than 12.
When we made the film, part of the child's face vas covered and 
shaded by a vlsored cap, and It vas difficult to distinguish 
faoial features. The camera we used did not give sharply detailed 
pictures* These faotors probably made the adults depend more 
upon the child's apparent size and behavior In Judging his age.
After seeing all the films, the adults vere told that the 
"children'' they had Just seen vere actually adults* Everyone 
acted genuinely suprlsed. No adult reported any suspicion that 
: the "child" vas an adilt* Everyone believed both children te 
| be boys* No adult reported suspecting that one actor vas a
female, even after being Informed that this vas the oase.
The final sei of preliminary data vas aetually taken during 
the major study. We wanted to know if the adults would rank the 
| severity of the five disciplinary practices the same way E had.
As noted earlier, after the adults had seen the film, they ranked
i eaoh of the disciplinary praotloes* They vere aiked te rank the
i ene they considered the least severe as #1, and the practice they
ii




| E averaged the ranks assigned te eaoh practice after all adults
j had completed this task* The order of severity suggested by the
j
i average rank order assigned by the adults vas the same order E had 
j  assumed* The numerical value ef each practice (+1, -1, -2, etc.)




Overview ef the Remits 
The large number ef conditiens employed In this experiment 
make it difficult te sumuariBe these results in any simple manner. 
In as much as the twe major topics are the disciplinary and affeot 
measures, these will be dealt with first. Under each ef these 
major topics, we will begin by talking about what happens before 
the child is called "disturbed," then what happens after the 
child is so labeled. Finally, we will hare te point out as we 
go along whether the data being discussed were taken after 
the child had aggressed er after he had net aggressed. With this 
order in mind, let us briefly review the data for eaoh measure 
and then take up a mere detailed analysis.
Disciplinary Practice
Analysis ef varianoe indicated that the activity level ef 
the child had a significant influence on the adult's choice ef 
disoiplinary measure. So did the labeling condition. However, 
the effeot ef activity level was different when the child was 
labeled "disturbed," than when he was net so labeled.
A series ef orthogonal comparisons was carried out en the data. 
These shewed that when the child was net labeled "disturbed" and 
did aggress, both the overactive and the underaotive children 
were punished significantly mere severely than the average-aotive 
child. If the child did net aggress, the data shew only the_______
everaotive child was punished sere severely than the average-active 
child. The underactive child and the average-aotive child were 
treated alike.
When the child was called "emotionally disturbed" and does 
aggress, the adults were less severe with the overactive and the 
underaotive children than they had been when the child was net 
labeled and did aggress.
Finally, whan the case where the child was na'pod "disturbed" 
and did not aggress is compared with the oase where the child was 
net labeled and did not aggress, we find that the adult chose 
significantly less severe practices for the overactive child 
when the child was called "disturbed" than when he was net. How­
ever, even in the case where the everaotive child was called 
"disturbed" and did not aggress, the adults continued te punish 
him mere often than the underactive or the average-aotive child.
Again, analysis of variance shewed that the activity level 
ef the child influenced hew the adult felt toward the child. So 
did the labeling condition. The effect ef activity level was 
slightly different when the child was labeled "disturbed" than 
whan he was net. However, orthogonal comparisons indioated that 
the differences were not as large as those observed for the 
disciplinary measure.
The Pearson correlation coefficient (r) shewed that the
adult's actions toward the child were correlated with his choice 
of discipline. For this data, r«.60 (p<.01) _____________
Orthogonal comparisons indicate that if the child was net 
called "disturbed" and did engage inaaggression, the adults had 
i more negative feelings for the everaotive and underaetlve 
children than for the average-active child* If the child was net 
labeled and did not aggress, the adult felt mere negative toward 
! the everaotive child than the average-aotive child. The adult 
| also had mere negative feelings toward the underaetive child than 
j the average-active child in this case.
If the chill was called "disturbed" and did aggress, the adults
j felt loss negatively toward the everaotive and underaotive children
!
| than they had before the children were labeled* Moreover, they felt
i
| the same way about the average-aotive child idiether er net he was 
called "disturbed." Labeling the child resulted in less negative 
feelings toward the overactive child, but the adults still felt 
more negatively toward him than toward the other children*
If the child was labeled "disturbed" and did not aggress, the 
adults felt less negative toward the underaotive child than they 
had when he was not labeled and did not aggress* The adult felt 
the same about the overactive and average-aotive children idiether 
or net they were labeled in the oase where they did net aggress.
In general, regardless ef activity level, the children evoked 
less negative affeot when they did not engage in interpersonal 
aggression than when thoy did*
Procedure for Data Transformation
3an-Sgfr.ii
 Each adult made 20 responses, 5 after seeing the child hit the
adult In the film, and 5 At ether points in the flln. Eaoh 
response vas twe-faid, a choice of disciplinary practice and a 
repert of subjective feelings toward the child* Responses made 
after viewing the child engaging In Interpersonal aggression 
occurred will be called, simply, "aggression" responses* Responses 
made at points In the film In which no Interpersonal aggression 
occurred will be called "no aggression" responses* Choice of 
disciplinary practice will be called the "disciplinary measure" 
and the report of the adult's feelings will be referred to as the 
"affect measure*"
The 20 numerical values obtained from each adult were first 
sunned by groups of five. This procedure resulted in four "sum 
soeres" for each adult*
1) Sum of the values of the five "aggression" disciplinary 
responses (the five responses made after viewing the child hit 
the adult in the film)j
2) Sum of the values of the five "no aggression" responses 
(the five responses made at points in the film where the child 
did net engage in interpersonal aggression).
3) Sum of the values ef the five "aggression" affeot responses.
4) Sum of the values of the five "no aggression" affeet res­
ponses*
A sum seere for the disoiplinary measure say range from +5 
(the adult cheeses koy #1, indicating positive social reinforce­
ment five times) to ->20 (the adult ohoeses the key indicating 
spanking er slapping five times)* In fact, the range was +5 te
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-15. No adult oho so to spank tho child at any point. A sub seoro 
for tho affoot aoasuro nay range from +5 (the adult reported 
positive affeot five times) to -5 (the adult reported negative 
affeet five tines). The full range of the affeot sun seere was 
utilised.
These four sum scores served as the basic data points for 
the analysis of variance and orthogonal comparisons te be reported. 
The average sun score for eaoh condition appears graphically In 
sections of this paper which present the orthogonal comparisons.
The Disciplinary Measure
Analysis of Variance of Disciplinary Soores
A 2x3x2 analysis of variance design was used for the disci­
plinary measure. The A variable vas labeling varsus no labeling. 
The B variable was three levels of activity and the C variable 
vas aggression versus no aggression.
Table 5 presents a summary of this analysis. All main effeots 
are significant. This means that activity level, labeling condi­
tion and aggression versus no aggression each have a significant 
effect en the dependent variable, i.e., disciplinary practice.
In as mnoh as the C variable vas not Involved in any significant 
Interaction, we can say that, in general, data taken after the 
adult had seen no aggression refleet less severe use ef discipline 
than data for periods preceded by Interpersonal aggression.
The presence of a significant AB interaction, as lndLoated 
by Table 5» makes it more difficult to suamiarlse the effect ef
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activity level and labeling an the dependent variable. The AB 
interactien means the effect ef activity level en the disciplinary 
measure is net the same fer different labeling cenditiens. In ether 
wards, if the child was called "disturbed" the adult reacted te 
the activity level ef the child differently than if the child 
was net called "disturbed."
Accerding te Cex (1958), averaging ever levels ef ene £acter 
gives limited information when interactions exist. In this Instance, 
the main effeot ef A gives little idea ef the variation in A fer 
individual levels of B. We can net discuss the main effects ef 
activity level and labeling meaningfully because we can net 
predict the effect ef activity level within a labeling condition 
given only knowledge ef the main effects. Therefore, the data 
fer activity level and labeling condition will be presented 
graphically and interpreted by use ef orthogonal comparisons, 
as explained below.
Orthogonal. Comparisons
Te shew that the main effects examined in an analysis ef 
i variance are significant is net te say that every mean differs 
from every ether mean. Significant main effeots merely indicate 
: the mean value ever levels fer any ene faotor are net all equal 
te the same value. Orhhhgonal comparisons allow E te determine 
which pairs ef means differ significantly from eaoh ether. This
i
permits mere specific assessment ef the Influence ef the inter-
; relations ef the main variables where significant interactions 
exist.__________ __ ____________________________________________
j  We can describe the AB interaction graphically, by averaging 
ever levels ef C, as presented In Figure 1. As the negative 
values an the ordinate of Figure 1 Increase, Increasingly severe 
punishment is indicated. Increased "severity" In this report shall 
be defined as Increased frequency In the use ef a negatively 
vilued practice and/or use ef a practice assigned a greater negative 
value, There are, then, two possible ways to arrive at a given sun 
score. For example, a sum score ef -4 could Indicate that the 
|average adult ohese t* take the child's toys away in two ef the 
possible 10 response periods, er that the average adult ohese to 
I ignore the child for 4 ef the possible 10 response periods. Pos- 
| itive values on the ordinate indicate the use ef reward mere 
j frequently than punishment during a given condition,
"No label" refers to the top line in Figure 1 and shews the 
| average sum suere for each activity level where the child has net 
been labeled and we have collapsed ever the C variable. In ether 
I words, we have averaged the scores for sequences where no inter- 
: personal aggression occurred and these where aggression did occur, 
j "Disturbed" refers to the scores for each activity level where
i
| the child has been labeled and we have collapsed ever the C variable. 
Figure 1, then, graphically describes the AB interactien. It 
is also possible to use the method ef orthogonal comparisons to
iI
! examine data mere closely where interactions exist, and where
j
j they de net exist, previded that the cenparisens were planned in
i
| advance ef the actual analysis. Suoh comparisons allow us
i

































F i g u r e  i 
AB INTERACTION FOR. THE 
D I S C I P L I N A R Y  M E A S U R E
though an overall interaction nay not be significant. We felt it 
would be useful to look at the effeot ef activity level and 
labeling after aggression separately from the effect after ne 
aggression. We made this dOeAOiin prior to analysis and discovery 
that the three-way Interaction was not significant. Therefore, the 
major portion of the results section will be organized In such a 
way as to allow us to make points by-point comparisons, rather than 
collapsing over any major variable.
A set of orthogonal comparisons was compiled for the disciplinary 
measure. Ihe significance level chosen was .05. To help the reader 
Interpret the meaning of these comparisons, the data for the dis­
ciplinary measure are presented graphically in Figure 2.
"No label-after aggression" refers to the top line in Figure 
2 and shows the average sum score for each activity level whore 
the child has net been labeled and the adult had seen the child 
engage In interpersonal aggression. "Disturbed-after aggression" 
refers to the scores fer each activity level whore the ohild has 
engaged in interpersonal aggression and has bean labeled "emotionally 
disturbed." "Ne labil-ne aggression" refers to sum scores for
iI
i each activity level where the child has not been labeled and has
]
not engaged in Interpersonal aggression. "Disturbed-ne aggros si on"
; refers to sum scores fer activity ttnrels after the child has boon
i
labeled "emotionally disturbed" and where the child did not aggress.
j
Numerical data giving each ef these Means and their standard 
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Comparisons Woivirmr label-after aggression" and "Dlaturbod-
tftff .MKCfiyiTli"
Figure 2 suggests that If the children are not "disturbed”
! and £e aggress, It Is the everaotive child who evokes the meet 
severe punishment* In this case, the average-active child evekes 
the least severe punishment* Qrthogenal cemparleens indicate that 
data fer the everaotive child, the average-aotive child and the 
: underactive child are significantly different from one another 
j where the child is net labeled and dees aggress. In ether worda, 
j the data fer the everaotive child differs from both that fer the
I
| underactive and the average-active child, and the data fer the
j
i  underactive child differs from that fer the average-aotive child.
If the child is called "disturbed" and dees aggress, Figure 2 
I suggests that differences In activity level ne longer affect the 
| disciplinary measure* Qrthogenal comparisons indicate that the data 
! fer the ever active child, the underactive child and the average-active 
child are statistically equal where the child is labeled and dees
i
I aggress.
New, let us oompare, point by point, the case where the child 
is net called "disturbed" and aggresses with the case where the 
child Aj coiled "disturbed" and aggresses* We find that the 
disciplinary responses the adult cheeses are less severe fer the
!
everaotive and underactive children after the child has been 
labeled, even though the child is still aggressing. However, 
the average-active child dees net receive less severe treatment 
after he has been called "disturbed*" Apparently, there must be
1 same noticeable deviation from the norm bafara eillftng tha child 
"disturbed” has an effect an the reactiens ef the adults*
Carosrisens involving data taken after ne afegressien.
If we examine what happens te the children when they hare net 
engaged in any interpersenal aggressien, we find that the effects 
af activity level and labeling are semewhat less complex than they 
were where the children had aggressed even theugh the three-way 
interactien was net significant* If the child dees net aggress, 
regardless ef whether the child is oalled "disturbed" er net, 
severity ef punishment is greater enly far the everaotive child.
In ether wards, when the child is net called "disturbed” and dees 
net aggress, the data for the underactive child and the average-aotive 
child da nat differ, bht the data far the everaotive child differs 
from both ef the ether children. The sane is true when the child 
is labeled and dees net aggress.
The effect of the C variable (aggressien) is apparent if 
; we compare the combined means af the two curves where the child 
dees nat aggress with the two where the child dees aggress. Each 
point in the data fer instances where the child aggresses differs 
ffam the corresponding paint in the data fer instances where the 
child dees net aggress.
' The Affect Measure
I g»rr«l*tttn Bifrfttt dirtifllmrY # f*»t fle»ire:fg
A Pearson coefficient ef correlation (r) was obtained as a 
| first step in analysing the relationship between the disciplinary
A 2
and affaot neasures. A positive relationship was predicted far 
all Soares regardless ef condition. Each disciplinary sum scare 
was paired with the corresponding affect sum score, i.e.y the 
disciplinary sun scare fer the everaotive child where the child 
was not labeled and did aggress was paired with the affect sun 
scare fer the everaotive child whore the child was net lhbeled 
and did aggress. The disciplinary sun soere fer the underactive 
child where the child was net labeled and did aggress was paired 
with the affect sun scare fer the underactive child where the 
child was net labeled and did aggress, etc. The sun scares fer 
each adult were paired in this manner yielding 120 pairs ef sun 
scares that correlated r=.60 (p<.01).
The affect scores, than, appeared to vary in a pattern similar 
to the disciplinary measure. This much information tells us that 
if the adult is feeling very negatively toward the child he is 
alse punishing less severely. It could be said that the adult is 
acting on his feelings, though, ef course, we can net specify the 
direction of the effect. This very general level ef analysis 
tells us very little, however. Therefore, an analysis similar 
to that carried out on the disciplinary measure was undertaken.
Analysis ef Variance ef Affeot Scores
A 2x3x2 analysis ef variance design was alsp used for data 
in which affective response was the dependent variable. Again, 
the A variable was labeling condition and the B variable was the 
three levels ef activity. The C variable was aggressien versus
ne aggression.
Table 6 presents a summary ef this analysis. All main 
effects are significant, however, the AB Interactien was net 
significant. As was true of the disciplinary measure, the fact 
that all main effects were significant means that activity level, 
labeling condition and aggressien versus ne aggressien each have 
a significant effeot on the dependant variable, I.e., affective 
responses. Once again, we will discuss the effect ef the C j
i
variable first as it is the simplest. The effeot ef the C variable
i
was the same as the effeot observed fer disciplinary measure. Sub* |
|
stantlally less negative affect was reported during periods pre-
i




Table 6 shews that the AB Interaction was net significant. j
However, a brief perusal ef the data as presented graphically 
in Figure 3 suggests that merely summarizing the main effeot j
present In the dita may again net be an adequate approach. The j
i
mere specific approach ef orthogonal comparisons seamed likely 
to yield Information important to the Interpretation ef the 
disciplinary measure as well as giving a mere complete picture 
ef the effects ef activity level and labeling condition on the 
affect measure.
The data fer the affeot measure is presented in Figure 3* 
Increasingly negative values on the ordinate represent an Increase 
in the frequency with which the adults report negative_affect.-------
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Positive values refleet the frequency ef positive reported affect. 
Again, "No labii-after aggression" refers to the average sun 
score for each activity level in the case where the child Is not 
labeled and the adult has seen the child engage In Interpersonal 
aggression. "Disturbed-after aggression" refers to average sum 
scores fer each activity level in the case where the child has been 
labeled "disturbed" and the adult has seen the child aggress. The 
two bottom lines in Figure 3 refer to sum soores for the "Ho label" 
and "Disturbed" conditions where the adult has net seen the child 
engage in aggressioni
The level of significance fhr orthogonal comparisons on the 
affect data was the same as that chosen for the disciplinary 
measure, i.e., the .05 level.
Comparisons involving "No label-after aggression" and 
"Disturbed-after aggression."
In Figure 3» the data presented for "No label-after aggression" 
appear to reflect a pattern similar to that observed for the dis­
ciplinary measure (see Figure 2). Orthogonal comparisons indicate 
that If the child is not aallad "disturbed" and does aggress, the 
everaotive child and the underaotive child do evoke slgnlfioantly 
more aversive affect than the average-aotive child. However, the 
pattern In Figure 3 is slightly different from that in Figure 2 
because the difference between the everaotive and the under­
aotive ohild is not significant.
The second line in Figure 3 indicates how the adults roaot
to the same children if they ere labeled "emotionally disturbed."
As is the ease fer the disciplinary measure, if the child .is called 
"disturbed," and dees aggress, the data fer the underactive and 
average-active child do net differ. However, again, Figure 3 differs j 
slightly from Figure 2 in that the everaotive child continues te 
eveke mere aversive affect than the average-active or the under- 
active child. Ibis could well be a matter ef chance. The differ­
ences in Figure 3 are often smaller than these in Figure 2.
New let us leek at "No label-after aggressien" and "Disturbed- 
after aggressien," point by point rather than in terms ef the 
overall pattern. When we do this, similarities between Figures 
2 and 3, again become salient. If the child is called "disturbed," 
and dees aggress, the adults feel less negatively toward the 
everaotive child and the underactive child than they did before 
the children were labeled. But, as in Figure 2, the feelings of 
the adult do net change toward the averege-active child after he 
is called "disturbed."
Comparisons involving data taken after ne aggressien.
If we leek at hew the adults feel about the children when 
they have net engaged in any interpersonal aggressien, we find 
that the data in Figure 3 is less easily summarised than that 
encountered in Figure 2. In particular the data fer "Ne label- 
ne aggressien" is complex. If the child ifi not called "disturbed," 
and dees net aggress, the adults feel significantly mere negatively 
toward the everaotive child than the average- aotive child. They 
feel the same toward the everaotive child and the underactive child.
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statistically, but they also feel the sane toward the underactive 
child and the average-active child, statistically. In ether words, 
data fer the everaotive child equals data fer the underactive 
child, and data fer the underactive child equals data fer the 
average-active child, but data fer the everaotive child dees net 
equal data fer the average-active child. It aheuld be neted 
that any interpretation ef such a eenparisen is very speculative 
as ene is dealing with small differences that were net specifically 
predicted.
The mean fer the "Disturbed-ne aggression" condition in Figure 
3 is similar to the mean fer "Disturbed-ne aggressien" in Figure 
2. If the child is called "disturbed" and dees net aggress, the 
overaotive child evokes the most aversive affect, that is, the 
adult feels significantly more negative toward the everaotive 
child than he dees toward the under active or the average-active 
child. The data fer the underactive child and the average-active 
child axe statistically equal.
If the child is labeled "disturbed" and does not aggress, 
the adult feels less negatively toward the underactive child 
than he did before the children were labeled. Labeling makes 
no difference in hew the adult feels about the everaotive child 
or the average-active child. In other verds, if the child is 
not aggressing, the data fer the everaotive child and the 
average*active child are the same whether or net he is labeled.
In Figure 2, if the child was net aggressing, only the data
fer the everaotive child changed if the child was called ^disturbed.
J*9
Finally, the main effeot ef the C variable In Figure 3 Is very 
like that observed in Figure 2. Five ef the six data paints in 
the twe "Ne aggressien" oendltiens differ significantly frem 
corresponding paints In the "After aggressien" conditions. This 
means the children were evoking less negative affect when they 
did not aggress than when they did aggress. Hie only exception 
to this rule is the data for the overactive child where he is 
labeled "disturbed." If the overactive child is called "disturbed," 
the adult feels the same about him whether or net he aggresses.
The difference between the sum score for the overactive child who 
is labeled "disturbed" and aggresses, and the everaotive child 
who is labeled "disturbed” and dees not aggress is In the appro­
priate direction, i.e., the direction indicated by the main effect 
ef the C variable. The difference approaches significance (p=<.10), 
(t= 1.62). It is to be expected that in making a number ef ortho­
gonal comparisons, some will fall short of the significance level, 
even when the direction of the difference being tested is predicted 
by the main effeot.
CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Brbh analysis of variance and orthagenal oempariaens suppert 
the first major hypethesis: that everaotive children are punished
mere severely than the average-active child. We had originally 
anticipated that the underactive child would be treated less 
severely than the average-active child. In fact, the underactive 
child received mere severe treatment than the average-active 
child in several ef the experimental conditions.
The results also suppert the second major hypethesis: that 
labeling the child "emotionally disturbed," has a significant 
effect on the adult's use of discipline. After the children wore 
labeled, the adults began to discipline them loss severely. More­
over, the adults began to reaot to the children as though there 
were ne differences in activity level between them, in the case 
where the children did aggress.
The data indicate a third important sot of findings. The 
adult's subjective report of affect toward the child is correlated 
with his cheice of disciplinary praotioe. As the adult's feelings 
' toward the child become more negative, he punishes the child more 
severely. Activity level and labeling both have significant effects 
on the adult's feelings toward the child.
In addition to these major effects, there are a number ef 
seeendary effects. We shall discuss these under the major 
headings that correspond to those in the results section.__________
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The Disciplinary Measure
Punishment ef the Underactlve Child before Tjh»Kng
In the introduction, we covered a number ef passible reasons 
why an everactive child may be punished mere often and mere 
severely than the average-aotive child. We did net expect the 
adults to punish the underactlve child mere severely than the 
average-active child. Hie relevant data may be found in Figure 2.
It may be the case that the child who deviates from the norm fer 
activity level In either direction is mere likely to be punished 
severely. Bell (1968) had predicted this. In addition to outlining 
the possibility ef a punitive Interaction between parent and child 
fer the everaotive child, he suggested that the parents ef under­
active children may use mere demanding, Intrusive disciplinary 
techniques.
Since ne adult in this experiment ohese to employ corporal 
punishment, we must confine our discussion to the use of such 
practices as scolding and removing toys. These kinds of practices 
can be Interpreted as more demanding and intrusive than ether 
practices the adults could cheese, and they may be seen as more 
severe as well. Overaetive children may /be punished even more 
severely outside the laboratory than our data indieated. Parents 
are more likely to use corporal punishment at home. Mary adults 
In this study reported reluetanoe to spank or slap a child they 
did not knew very well.
The repert by Cook (1963) which was also reviewed earlier, 
might have been used to predict more severe punishment of-the-------
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underaotlve child. Differences in adult responses te different 
activity levels can be interpreted as respenses te a general 
characteristic, like deviatien frem the nerm. Ceek's study shewed 
that as handicapped children deviated further frem the nerm, their 
parents became increasingly autheritarian. Perhaps the under­
active child is seen by the adult as deviant, and the everaotive 
child as even mere deviant.
Again, we can leok fer reasens why the interaotien between 
the adult and the underactlve child beeernes mere punitive. Bell 
(1968) emphasizes the passible reinfercement the parent receives 
fer mere punitive discipline, i.e., the child is mere likely te 
respond quickly te the parent's wishes.
We said the parent ef the overactive child may turn te 
punitive practices because the child is impulsive and dees net 
attend well. Slew respense te parental demands and lack ef 
attention may affect the parent ef the underactlve child the same 
way.
Punishment ef the Overactive Child before
The results reported in Figure 2 indicate that under most 
conditions, the everaotive child is punished most severely. Even 
when this child has committed ne specific transgression, i.e., 
when he dees net hit anyone, he is punished mere severely than 
the underactlve or the averageactive child.
The preliminary data reported in the method section shewed 
that the adults rated the everaotive child as mere aggressive 
_ than. the. underactlve or the average-active.child. This.occurred 
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despit* E's attempts te central fer specific aggressive incidents.
The everaotive child hits the adult the same number ef times as 
the underactlve er the average-active child dees. The veioe velume 
and tene ef all three children was centrelled. Die active child 
never damages er distrays any ef the toys. This data suggests 
that Bandura and Walters (1963) are £lght when they say that 
high magnitude respenses are mast often interpreted as aggressive.
The underactlve and average*active children were punished very 
rarely in cases ifcere they did not aggress.
Undoubtedly, part ef what has been tested in this experiment 
is the effect of differences in the amount ef aggressiveness the 
adults Judged te exist between children ef different activity 
levels. The adults saw the everaotive child as most aggressive 
as well as mast active. We considered the possibility ef trying 
te central fer aggressiveness, but we also wanted te paint as 
realistic a pioture ef the everaotive child as passible. High 
magnitude respenses are part ef the definition ef everactivity, 
and high magnitude respenses are seen as aggressive.
Mere evidence that a high level ef aotivity and aggressien 
may be inseparable cemes frem the work ef Osgeed, Sud and Tannenbaum 
(1957) an the semantic differential. These authors report that a 
scale such as "ferocious-peaceful" has considerable loading on 
the "activity” factor. This means that much ef the meaning ef 
wards like "fereoieus" and "peaceful" are accounted fer by a 
general dimension ef meaning, i.e,, "activity."
In defining the meaning ef many common seales, Osgeed, lSuci
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and tannenbaum faund that there are three majar factara. One ef 
these faeters is "activity," and it is asseelated elesely with 
scales like "fast-slew," "active-passive," and "tense-relaxed*"
It alse acceunts fer much af the variance ef the scale "fereoieus- 
peaceful," and we suggest that a large part ef the meaning ef 
"aggressive" is alse acceunted far try the "activity" faoter* This 
Implies that te entirely eliminate differences in "aggressien" 
frem this experiment, we must eliminate differences in activity 
level. It is mere reasenable te simply accept perceived aggressien 
as ene ef the factors cantributing te the ohild's effect an the 
adult and then te interpret the results ef this experiment with 
this fact in mind* M s  we shall attempt ta da.
Iha preliminary data alse indicated that the everaotive child 
was the least "cheerful*" Osgeed, Suci and Tinnanbaum suggest that 
much ef the meaning ef "cheerful" is acceunted fer by the "evalu­
ative" facter, that is, a factar asseoiated with scales like "gead- 
bad," "pleasure-pain," and "light-dark." We suggest that the 
everaotive child is seen as "bad" in several ways* The "fereoieua- 
peaeeful" scale is alse leaded an the evaluative faoter te same 
extent* This means "faraciaus" is defined by peeple as "active" 
and "bad." Cheerlessness is alse seen as bad. The everaotive 
child is seen as a "bad" child. We have suggested that the 
everaotive child becames a frustratien and a burden. These may 
be same ef the reasons. The oennetatiens assaciated with this 
ohild's behavior suggest an adult may need assistance in reinter­
preting the behavior ef the child. The data we have collected
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reinforce this suggestion. The overactive child is punished mere 
severely even when he dees net hit the adult, when he is "minding 
his own business," when he is not hitting anyone or destroying 
anything.
Let us assume that the adult is punishing the child fer what 
he perceives to be "general aggressiveness and bad behavior." So 
the child is punished fer real aggressien and perceived aggressien.
We suggest that what the adult is trying te accomplish is te make 
the child less aggressive. If this is the case, reinforcement 
principles suggest that the adult might make the most progress 
by responding non-punitvely, even rewarding the child, when he 
is being even slightly less aggressive. In other words, if the 
adult were to reward the child fer periods in which ne specific 
aggressien occurs, the child might learn faster. Such a response 
by the adult could be called a first step in a program of "successive 
approximation," i.e., gradually increasing the demand for "quiet, 
non-aggressive" behavior.
What we are suggesting is that if the adult punishes the child 
fer what he perceives te be "generally bad behavior," then he is 
missing the periods when the child is being relatively good (i'le., 
when he is committing ne specific aggressien). The child will find 
it difficult te learn exactly why he is being punished. If the 
child is rewarded fer even slightly less aggressive periods, the 
, child may appear te the adult to still be "generally aggressive 
and bad," but the appropriate discrimination should be learned 
i  sooner. The child is being punished fer "potentially" bad and
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aggressive bhluririor in the present study. Suoh punishment really 
complicates the discrimlnatien fer the child.
Te teeach a child, using successive approximation, we slowly 
increase the amount ef time and degree te which we expect the child 
te be non-aggressive. If we try and wait fer the ohild te be 
calm and cheerful beftoe we reward him, the child may never make 
any correct respenses, because he is always seen as cheerless 
and aggressive.
If parents react te their own children the way the adults 
in this study reacted, the data may indicate a fruitful approach 
te parent education. First we might shew the parent hew te 
reinterpret the child's behavior in termssef activity level 
instead ef aggressiveness and cheerlessness. Then we could 
encourage the parent te reward even slightly lower activity, and 
gradually become mere demanding.
New let us return fer a moment at this point te seme ef the 
theeretioal models presented in the introduction. These models 
all predict that the punitive parent oauses a child te become 
mere aggressive. We did net deny the validity ef these models in 
so far as they describe the parent's contribution te the parent- 
child interaction. After consideration ef these models, and the 
present study, it seens possible that the aotive child and his 
parent may become involved, very early, in a "vicious circle" 
interactien resulting is spiralling aggressien and punitiveness. 
Where dees this "circle" begin, and hew might it be broken?
There is some evidence te suggest that the relationship
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batman tha parent and the active child may begin ta davalap 
badly frem tha vary start. There is a fair ameunt af literature 
that suggests that there are very impertant differences batman 
babies at birth. Studies like these ef Mess, Yarrow and Bayley 
and Schaefer eutline seme ef these differences. Sax difference 
research (Sears, Maeoeby and Levin, 1957, Levine, Fishman and 
Kagan, 1957) prevides further suppert. Mere directly, Kessen, 
Williams and Williams (1961) demonstrated censistent individual 
differences in metility in the first few days ef life. Thames, 
at al. (196*0 have reperted that differences in metility ebserved 
at very early ages remain stable ever lengthy perieds ef time.
Kagan and Mess (1962) reiterate this paint. Finally, a study 
ef identical and fraternal twins by Soarr (1966) shewed a raeder- 
ate degree ef hereditability fer several aspects ef activity level 
including reactien time, patience, number ef activities', viger, 
tensien and squirming.
Se, it is passible that right frem the start, the active ohild 
is seen as a frustrating burden. He is difficult te central and 
begins te demand mere punitive central very early. When the parent 
begins te' use mere severe punishment, the ohild becomes mere 
aggressive, requiring mere punihhment, resulting in mere aggressien, 
etc. We may be able te break the oycle by helping the parent 
reinterpret the ohild's behavier se that he can change the 
reinforcement contingencies in the interaction.
Of course, this itucfcr only suggests what may be happening 
batmen the parent and the active child. We have leaked at hew
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adults who have normal children react to "someone else's" active 
child. This data can not simply be generalised to the target 
Interaction. We must look at the behavior of parents who 
actually have overactive children. If patterns similar to those 
observed here emerge, a training program could be of great bene­
fit to both parent and ohild.
Finally, we must add a word of eaution. The emphasis In 
discussing the overactive child has been on the possible effeots 
of perceived aggression. This emphasis seems reasonable beoause 
the everaotive ohild is punished more than the ether children even 
when he displays no specific aggression. However, we must kiep 
In mind that the underactlve child is punished more than the 
average-active child In the case where the children aggress. Simple 
deviation from the norm may contribute to the severity of punishment 
for both the overactive and the underactlve child. We would have 
to take this Into consideration If we were to help a parent 
reinterpret his child's behavior. We would have to explain that 
the everaotive or the underactlve child may somitlmes have to be 
reinforced for behaviors •which might not be acoeptible If the 
child was average-active.
Punishment of the Children after Labeling
After the children had been called "emotionally disturbed," 
severity of punishment for the overactive and the underactlve 
ohild decreased. After labeling, the activity level of the child 
no longer affected the adult's choice of discipline. All three 
typos of children were treatod alike. This moans that labeling_____
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can be operationally defined as Hb«havleral context." It affects 
the adult's respense aleng the sane dimenalans as a characteristic 
like activity level.
One ef the meat interesting aspects ef the data taken after 
the child was labeled is the fact that the average-active child 
is treated the same whether er net he is labeled. Ibis situatien 
is censistent with a repert mentiened earlier. Guskin (1966) 
demonstrated that teo few cues te subnenaality in the physical 
appearance ef the child decreased the effect ef labeling. The 
adult dees net change his behavier teward the child whe leeks 
and acts nemal, even if he is labeled "disturbed," fer the pur- 
peses ef the study. Hi ere must be a perceptible devlatien frem 
the nerm te produce a libeling effeot. Hie faot that the pre­
liminary data shew that adults fepnd the underactive and the 
overactive children te be less cheerful than the average-active 
child, may reflect the fact that these two children areoperceived 
as deviating frem the nerm.
On the ether hand, i£  the adult dees react te the label, 
he begins te treat the ohild leas severely. He begins te punish 
the everaotive hhild and the underactlve ene in much the same 
way he punishes the average-active child. Labeling changes seme 
ef the basic reinforcement contingencies in the child's environ­
ment. We have suggested that if these data held true in real 
parent-child interactions, changing some of the contingencies in 
the case ef the overactive child could be of benefit te both 
parent and child. But, there is a problem. Hie effect ef labeling
is a ganeral decrease in severity. Hie child is ne lenger held 
responsible fer his behavior in the same way he was before the labtfb 
was applied*
We oust consider the long term goals appropriate for the child* 
Normal children are held responsible for their behavior. If the 
overactive child or the underactive child is te achieve his 
potential, he too must be responsible fer his behavior te seme 
extent* If a non- specific decrease in punishment takes place 
when a parent's own ohild is labeled, such a decrease may net 
help the child develop along normal lines. The label must be 
explained* In ether words, the child's behavior must be rein­
terpreted for the parent. The parent should be encouraged to 
seek the limits of the ohild's ability to be responsible for 
himself* If our goal is to encourage the child to develop along 
normal lines, we should redirect rather than abandon discipline.
The importance of reinterpretation and redirection rather 
than mere labeling is underlined by the data for the overactive 
child in the case where he has been labeled and does not aggress* 
Even in this case, the adult continues to punish the overactive 
child mere severely than the ether children.
The Affect Measure
In the results section of this paper, we reported that there 
was a highly significant positive relationship between disciplinary 
practices and affect* We also saw that orthogonal comparisons 
within the affect data parallelled many of the important rolation-
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ships we found in the disciplinary measure. Fer instance, we 
saw that the adult feels mere negatively teward the ever active 
and the underactive children. We neted that the adult oentinues 
te feel mere negatively teward the overactive child than the ether 
children even though he dees net aggress and even though he has 
been labeled "emotionally disturbed." Yet, it appears that 
many of the small, but significant differences we found in the 
disciplinary measure are net found in the affect measure. For 
instance, in Figure 3» data fer the everaotive child where the 
child is not labeled and dees not aggress is net different from 
data fer the underaotive child in the same condition. We also 
found that data fer the everaotive and the underaotive children 
did net differ in Figure 3 where the child is net labeled and dees 
net aggress.
Part ef the reason fer the absenoe of some of these differences 
in Figure 3 ®*y be due te the fact that the adult had fewer response 
alternatives than fer recording discipline. The adult could choose 
from only three affect responses, but from five disciplinary 
responses. E allowed mere disciplinary responses beoause this 
was the area ef greater interest, and the button panel allowed 
a total ef sight alternatives. Since adults have only eight 
fingers, a larger number ef responses becomes cumbersome. Hie 
affect measure, as a consequence, was less sensitive than the 
disciplinary measure.
Not only did the experimental set-up restrict the sensitivity 
of the affect measure, but it can be argued that fine disorlain-
atiens along the affect dimension are Just basically mere diffi­
cult fer adults. People are net generally required te make fine 
discriminations about hew they feel toward a child. They are, 
however, required te choose discipline carefully. A correct 
disciplinary response is likely te have.rewarding consequences 
in terns ef the child's behavior, There are few rewards fer 
carefully examining and repotting one's feelings teward a child.
This fact probably contributed to sene extent te the restriction 
of sensitivity that was suggested by the data fer the affect 
measure.
Despite the general trend ef the affect measure te reflect 
fewer significant differences than the disciplinary measure, there 
are two places in Figure 3 where differences do occur that are net 
apparent in Figure 2, foe ef these is the difference between the 
data fer the everaotive child and the ether children where the child 
is labeled and deeE aggress. The other is the difference between 
data for the underaotive child and the ethers where the child is 
net labeled and dees net aggress. Interpretation ef the latter 
effeot is quite speculative as it may be very reasonable te attri­
bute such anomalies te chance factors. However, we shall devote 
seme discussion te the case ef the everaotive child after labeling.
Affect teward the Overactive Child after Labeling
The data in Figure 3 chew that the adults feel mere negatively 
teward the everaotive child than the ether children where the child 
is labeled and dees aggress. It is possible that the crucial 
effect here was the decrease in aversiveness of affect teward------
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the less active children. Casual reperts from the adults led E 
te believe that labeling decreased negative affect teward the 
underaotive child after aggressienv because, fer example, seme 
adults saw any act by this child, even aggressisn, as a pesitive 
sign. The adults may have seen the less active ohildres as with- 
drawn. Similarly, Bell (1968) suggests that the parents ef under­
active children may react positively te any increase in behavior.
Of course, this kind ef speculation requires replication and speci­
fic examination in order to increase its credibility.
Prwunrinary Data and the Affect Measure
Preliminary ratings ef aggression and cheerfulness can be 
interpreted the same way fer the affect measure as for the die* 
oiplinary measure. The data fer the everaotive child in Figure 
f  3 reflects the fact that he was perceived as "generally aggressive 
and cheerless." Adults continued te feel more negatively toward
the overactive child in almost every case. Data fer the under-
■)
active child suggests that the "oheerlessness" reported in the 
: preliminary ratings had some effect on the adult's feelings teward 
I the child. Adults tended te feel more negatively teward the 
underactive child than the average-active child. However, the
i
i  underaotive child was net seen as "aggressive" and the data shew
j
that the adults did net feel as negatively teward the underaotive 
child as the everaotive child, especially after labeling. Perhpps 
the "oheerlessness" ef the underaotive child was easily inter­
preted as withdrawl after labeling, while the oheerlessness plus 
L aggression of the everaotive chill did net lend itself te this
kind ©f reinterpretstion. We are speaking ef small differences, 
but the overall pattern here essentially replleates what vs saw 
in the disciplinary measure.
Sunmary and Conclusions
Hie evidence offered in this paper suggests that deviation 
from the norm for activity lirrel, particularly in the direction 
ef everactivity, is a behavioral context which affects the disci­
plinary responses of an adult and his feelings teward a child.
Hie fact that adults continue to punish and feel negatively 
teward the everaotive child even when he is net aggressing and 
even though he has been labeled, is of special interest. This 
data leads us to feel that it may be important to look at inter­
actions between parents and everaotive children. If the same 
kinds of patterns emerge as those we found in this study, it may 
be possible that parent and child are trapped in a circle of 
interactions whioh result in spiraling aggressiveness and punitive­
ness. The child demands mere intense forms of control, the parent 
turns te mere severe, aggressive punishment. The child models the 
parent's aggression and becomes more of a problem. We might be 
able to break the cycle by helping the parent reinterpret the 
child's behavior in terms of activity level instead ef aggressive­
ness and cheerlessnass. We may then be able to set up a program 
for gaining control of the child in a less punitive way based 
upon greater use ef reward and mere directed use of punishment.
The data show that labeling the child Nmetianally disturbed”
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has a vary large effect en the disciplinary cheioes and affect 
ef the adult* Labeling is another kind of behavioral context, 
affecting the adult along the same dimensions as activity level. 
Labeling generally results in reduced levels of severity in the 
use of punishment for the underaotive and the overactive child.
If this finding can be generalized te the responses of parents 
te their own children, this kind of general, undirected reduction 
in punishment may not be of much benefit to parent or child. The 
child is no longer held responsible for his behavior the way 
normal children are held responsible. We suggest that reinter­
pretation of the child's behavior and restructuring of the reinforce­
ment contingencies in the parent-child interaction are needed, not 
a simple, general reduction in the severity of punishment.
A word should be said in dosing about the method employed 
in this experiment. The use of video-taped stimulus materials 
gave the experimenter a number of advantages. Video-tape allows 
absolute control ever the behavior the experimenter wishes the 
adult to view. The materials can be rated and reviewed at will.
The laboratory procedure is simplified and may be totally auto­
mated. The subject feels mere at ease in a situation where 
he knows his responses have no real oensequenoes for the child. 
Because ef the latter, the subject can respond as though the child 
were his own, or, at least, as though he knew the child well. 
Generalisation from "someone else'sHfchild te "my child" is 
facilitated.
On the other hand, the fact that an adult's responses have no
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consequences far the child results in seme difficulty in gener­
alizing the results te the situation outside the laboratory. The 
adult may use more punishment when there is no scrutiny what-so-ever. 
Of course, he may also be less severe when the child may actually 
have te bear the consequences, as is the oase outside the laboratory. 
We can not, therefore, make any simple generalizations about real 
parenb-child interactions without a note of caution.
It may be possible te devise a situation in which the adult 
can be led to believe his response does affect the child. The 
subject could be told that the video-taped material is actually 
closed circuit live television. He could also be informed that 
his responses would result in mechanically delivered reinforce­
ment for the child. This kind of procedure may give additional 
information to the experimenter about the effect of feedback 
from the child's behavior. Feedback from the ohild's behavior 
can, of course, be totally controlled. The amount and nature of 
feedbaok can be predetermined by E. The problem here is that this 
kind of procedure presents real difficulties in overcoming a subject's 
reluctance to respond under scrutiny, especially if the child is 
not his own.
Caution should be observed in generalizing the results of this 
study to parent-child Interactions where the child is actually 
overactive. The purpose of the present experiment was te examine 
an adult's reaction te a child characteristic, or behavioral 
context, in order te shed some light on certain theoretical 
questions involving the direction of effects in adult-child
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and thus only indirectly, parent-child interactions. Praotioal 
recommendations about the specific problems of a child and a 
parent can be validated only by observation of the interaction 
of interest. Generalizations from adult-child to parent-child 
must be carefully evaluated.
Finally, these data can inly be said te apply to interpersonal 
aggression against an adult and seme forms of simple play behaviors. 
Hie reaction of the adult to other behaviors, behaviors suoh as 
aggression against a peer, affection, approval seeking, etc., 
must be examined separately before any conclusions are reached.
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Instructions to the Adults
"The stu<fy 7011 MT9 about to participate in is a study 
child managment. Wo are primarily interested in how most people 
respond te common child behaviors (when they occur in the emotion­
ally disturbed). (The child you will see in the film has been 
diagnosed 'emotionally disturbed.') We want to know what you 
think; there are no right or wrong answers. We are merely 
collecting opinions.
"A very short segment of video-tape will appear on the tele­
vision monitor. You will see 10 such segments. They are all 
about 30 seconds long. After each segment there is a 20 seoond 
section of blank video-tape, the television will go blank for 
20 seconds. During this blank section, you will be reoording how 
you might handle the behavior you have just seen. You will be 
able to record your reaction simply by pushing one of the buttons 
in front of you.
Tour choice will be automatically recorded on computer 
tape. You will be able to hear the tape punch running in the other 
room. Your name will not be recorded on the tape. All ef your 
responses are completely anonymous.
"Let me explain te you now the meaning of a response an each 
of the keys. We will be asking you to record both how you would 
choose te handle the ohild's behavler and hew you feel about the 
child as you respond to that behavior. We would like you to
- 7^
react as though you had complete responsibility for the child.
"The meaning of each ef the responses Is as follows:
a) Button #1: A response on key #1 means you would reward 
the child by hugging, smiling, kissing, saying something nice like 
'Good boy,' 'That's right,* or showing some ether form of 
approval and affection.
b) Button #2: A response on key #2 means you would ignore 
or withdraw from the child, not speaking to him. You might simply 
turn and walk away.
c) Button #3: A response on this key means you would take 
the toys away from the child, perhaps putting them away altogether. 
You might make the child sit quietly in a chair fer a few minutes, 
not allowing him to play with the toys. You would not talk to
him during this period, however, you might offer some brief 
explanation about what you were doing.
d) Button #**•: A response on this key means you would 
verbally reprimand or scold the child, using phrases like 'Oiat's 
not nice,' 'Don't do that,' or 'Stop that right now,*
e) Button #5: A response on this key moans you would shake, 
spank or slap the child. That is, you might use some farm of mild 
corporal punishment.
f) The button marked 'plus'i A response on this key means
you are feeling positively toward the child. The child has
pleased you; you like him; you are happy with him.
g) The button marked 'aero': A response on this key means
you are feeling neutral toward the child, neither negatively or
positively.
h) The batten marked "minus": A respense en this key means
yeu are feeling negatively teward the child. He has upset yeu; 
yeu de net like him at this peint; yeu are net pleased with him.
"Yeu may find that semetimes none ef the first five responses 
seems apprepriate. Yeu may feel that ne special reaction from the 
adult is called fer. Yeu may think that the adult should simply 
go en acting as he has been teward the child, as though nothing 
had happened. If yeu feel this is the case, de net press any ef 
the first five buttons, but simply remordhow yeu are feeling 
about the child.
fDuring each blank space, then, yeu will push two keys, one 
te record hew yeu feel and one te record what yeu might de. The 
only exception will be if yeu feel the adult need make ne special 
response. Then yeu should simply record your feelings teward 
the ohild.
"New I would like yeu te press the buttons yeu feel would be 
apprepriate fer each ef the situations I am about te describe." 
(Experimenter chooses five ef the below.)
1. Yeu are feeling neutral teward the ohild and decide te 
ignore him and walk away.
2. Yeu are feeling negative teward the child and deoide te 
give him approval and affection.
3. You are feeling negative teward the child and decide te 
take his toys away and ignore him.
4. Yeu ore feeling positive teward the child and decide te
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give him approval and affection.
5* You are feeling positive teward the child but decide te 
ignere him and walk afayy
6. Yeu are feeling negative teward the child and decide te 
slap er shake him.
7. Yeu are feeling negative teward the child and decide te
i
sceld er reprimand him.
8. Yeu are feeling neutral teward the child but decide te 
i take his toys away and ignere him.
9* Yeu are feeling neutral teward the child and decide te 
i  give him affection and approval.
10. Yeu are feeling negative teward the child and decide te
i
| ignore him and walk away.
| 11. Yeu are feeling neutral teward the child but decide te
I
| reprimand er sceld him.
j 12. Yeu are feeling positively teward the ohild but decide
i te reprimand er sceld him.
I
i 13* You are feeling positively teward the child but decide
i
te shake er slap him.
I**. Yeu are feeling neutral teward the child but deoide te 
take his toys away and ignere him.
(Experimenter oheeses one ef the following)
I
1. Yeu are feeling positively but yeu feel ne special response 
by the adult is necessaryl
2. Yeu are feeling negatively but yeu feel ne speoial response 
j by the adult is necessary.
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3. Yeu are feeling neutral but yeu feel no special response 
by the adult ia necessary*
"We would like yeu te respond as quickly and honestly as 
possible as seen as the blank space appears* Remember, yeu will 
see 30 seoends er so ef film, then a 20 second blank space. Yeu 
will see 10 segments ef film all together, and, therefore, 10 
blank spaces, so yeu will be asked te respond 10 times. Please 
held down your keys fer 2 er 3 seconds eaoh time te make sure 
your response is recorded. ;
j
"I will remain in the adjoining room while the tape isrrunning, j
i
The intercom system you see will enable me te knew when the video-
j
tape is finished. When I say ’begin* please push down all the j
|
buttons at once and held them down until yeu can see the picture 
on the soreen clearly. When yeu de see it clearly, please 
release all the keys and begin watching the film. Finally, 
remember, yeu are te respond as though yeu had complete respon­
sibility fer the child. I would also like te point out that the
bfchavior yeu are about te see is 'typical' of this child. In
other words, the film will give yeu a good idea ef hew this child
responds to this situation all the time.
(E begins film and leaves room, reentering when the film is finished.)
"Before yeu leave, I would like yeu te do one mere thing. On 
this piece ef paper, please rate hew aversive you feel each ef the 
responses yeu had te oheese from was. Please de this by listing 
the number ef the button designating the apprepriate response in 
an order which reflects hew harshly yeu think it might affect the
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ohild* If you thought button #1 was the least severe, you 
would list It first, then list the number of the next least 
severe. The last number yeu list would be the reaction you 
consider the mest severe.
"When you are finished, drop the paper in this box and 
you are free te ge. Thank-you very much for your cooperation.
APPENDIX B
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH 
ACTIVITY LEVEL AND LABELING CONDITION, 
AFFECT MEASURE
Labeling
Condition
Ne Label
"Disturbed"
Aggresslen er 
Ne Aggresslen
Aggresslen
Ne Aggresslen
Aggresslen
Ne Aggresslen
Activity
Overaetive
Average-
Active
Underaotive
Overactive
Average-
Active
Underaotive
Overactive
Average-
Aotive
Underactive
Overactive
Average-
Active
Underaotive
Standard 
Mean Deviation
-2.3 2.28
-0.5 2.25
-2.Jt 1.80
0.1 1.37
1.5 1.86
0.6 0.8
- 1.0 1.26
-0.6 0.58
-0.6 2.3
0.1 2.11
1.7 1.^2
1.9 1.97
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